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Eventually, you will agreed discover a further experience and ability by spending more cash.
nevertheless when? complete you receive that you require to acquire those all needs past having
significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something
that will guide you to comprehend even more vis--vis the globe, experience, some places, similar
to history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your categorically own era to pretense reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy
now is Web Architecture Pocket Guide below.

12 regels voor het leven Apr 30 2020 Wat moet íedereen in de moderne wereld weten? Om
antwoord te geven op deze moeilijkste vraag der vragen combineert de gerenommeerde
psycholoog Jordan B. Peterson de zwaarbevochten waarheden van oude tradities met verbluffende
ontdekkingen van grensverleggend wetenschappelijk onderzoek. Op humoristische, verrassende
en informatieve wijze vertelt Jordan Peterson ons waarom kinderen die aan het skateboarden zijn
met rust gelaten moeten worden, welk verschrikkelijk noodlot mensen die te snel oordelen te
wachten staat, en waarom je altijd een kat moet aaien als je er een tegenkomt. Peterson legt
grote verbanden en distilleert daarbij uit alle kennis van de wereld 12 praktische en fundamentele
leefregels. In 12 regels voor het leven maakt Jordan Peterson korte metten met de moderne
clichés van wetenschap, geloof en de menselijke natuur, en tegelijkertijd transformeert en verrijkt
hij de denkwijze van zijn lezers. Dr. Jordan B. Peterson (1962) is psycholoog, cultuurcriticus en
hoogleraar psychologie aan de Universiteit van Toronto. Zijn wetenschappelijke artikelen hebben
de moderne kijk op persoonlijkheid en creativiteit voorgoed veranderd. Peterson heeft
honderdduizenden volgers op social media en zijn YouTube-clips zijn meer dan 27 miljoen keer
bekeken. 'Peterson is vandaag de dag de invloedrijkste intellectueel van de westerse wereld. Voor
miljoenen jonge mannen blijkt de methode-Peterson het perfecte tegengif voor de mengeling van
knuffelen en beschuldigen waarin ze zijn grootgebracht.' - DAVID BROOKS, THE NEW YORK TIMES
'Hoewel ik in veel opzichten met Peterson van mening verschil, ben ik het hartgrondig eens met
zijn nadruk op het zorgvuldig, zonder vooroordelen bekijken van grote maatschappelijke en
persoonlijke kwesties om daar rationele, weloverwogen oplossingen voor te vinden. Dit boek staat

er vol mee.' - LOUISE O. FRESCO 'Peterson stapt als een magiër door de ideeëngeschiedenis van
het Westen, en hij maakt alles urgent, en stralend. Ja, er zijn regels voor het leven, met moeite
gedistilleerd in de wildernis van het bestaan, gevoed met klassieke waarden en inzichten die de
tand des tijds doorstaan, als wij volharden. Peterson is momenteel de belangrijkste "praktische"
intellectueel.' - LEON DE WINTER 'Peterson is een genie op vele vlakken. 12 regels voor het leven
is een groot, controversieel, ontnuchterend boek.' - THE TIMES 'Peterson is geen gebrek aan
empathie te verwijten. Hij is als een vaderfiguur.' - TROUW
Structural Design Jan 28 2020 Written for the practicing architect, Structural Design addresses
the process on both a conceptual and a mathematical level. Most importantly, it helps architects
work with structural consultants and understand all the necessary considerations when designing
structural systems. Using a minimum of simple math, this book shows you how to make correct
design calculations for structures made from steel, wood, concrete, and masonry. What?s more,
this edition has been completely updated to reflect the latest design methods and codes,
including LRFD for steel design. The book was also re-designed for easy navigation. Essential
principles, as well as structural solutions, are visually reinforced with hundreds of drawings,
photographs, and other illustrations--making this book truly architect-friendly.
The Pocket Universal Principles of Design Oct 25 2019 This pocket edition of the bestselling
design reference book contains 150 essential principles.
Harry Potter: De Volledige Collectie (1-7) Jul 02 2020 Wanneer Harry Potter als baby voor een
deur wordt achtergelaten, heeft hij er geen idee van dat hij de Jongen Die Bleef Leven is, laat
staan dat hij beroemd is in de tovenaarswereld. Jaren later is hij erg verbaasd wanneer hij een
toelatingsbrief voor Zweinsteins Hogeschool voor Hekserij en Hocus-Pocus ontvangt, en al snel
wordt hij meegesleept in een ongelooflijk magisch avontuur. Beleef samen met Harry en zijn
trouwe vrienden Hermelien en Ron dit verhaal over de kracht van waarheid, liefde en hoop. De
Harry Potter-eBooks zijn ondertussen uitgegroeid tot hedendaagse klassiekers die lezers steeds
opnieuw weten te ontroeren en mee te slepen. Met hun boodschap van hoop, thuishoren en de
blijvende kracht van waarheid en liefde blijven de verhalen van de Jongen Die Bleef Leven
generaties nieuwe lezers betoveren.
Pocket Guide to Chicago Architecture (Norton Pocket Guides) Dec 19 2021 “A handy guidebook
that profiles a building per page, with a drawing and vital statistics on most of Chicago’s major
historic and modern buildings.”—Chicago Tribune Updated and expanded to chart the changing
urban landscape of Chicago--as well as to incorporate a section on Chicago’s campus architecture,
including works by Rem Koolhaas at the Illinois Institute of Technology and Frank Lloyd Wright at
the University of Chicago--the second edition of this popular handbook is a perfect companion for
walking tours and an excellent source of background information for exploring the internationally
acclaimed architecture of Chicago. Over 100 highlights of downtown Chicago are covered, from
Michigan Avenue to the riverfront to the Loop, with accompanying maps, a glossary of
architectural terms, and an index of architects and buildings.
Landscape Architect's Pocket Book Jan 08 2021 An indispensable tool for all landscape architects,
this time-saving guide answers the most frequently asked questions in one pocket-sized volume.
It is a concise, easy-to-read reference that gives instant access to a wide range of information
needed on a daily basis, both out on site and in the office. Covering all the major topics, including
hard landscaping, soft landscaping as well as planning and legislation, the pocket book also
includes a handy glossary of key terms, useful calculations and helpful contacts. Not only an
essential tool for everyday queries on British standards and procedures, this is a first point of
reference for those seeking more extensive, supplementary sources of information, including
Websites and further publications.
TOGAF® Version 9 - A Pocket Guide Jul 14 2021 This is the official Open Group Pocket Guide for
TOGAF Version 9 Enterprise Edition. This pocket guide is published by Van Haren Publishing on
behalf of The Open Group. TOGAF, The Open Group Architectural Framework is a fast growing,
worldwide accepted standard that can help organisations build their own Enterprise Architecture
in a standardised way. This book explains why the in’s and out’s of TOGAF in a concise manner.
This book explains how TOGAF can help to make an Enterprise Architecture. Enterprise
Architecture is an approach that can help management to understand this growing complexity.
TOGAF™ Versie 9– Een Pocket Guide Sep 16 2021 Dé pocket guide over TOGAF versie 9 Met

uitgebreide begrippenlijst Onmisbaar voor wie in het Nederlands over TOGAF wil kunnen praten
Nederlandse overheid gebruikt TOGAF als standaard, deze pocket is een uitstekende introductie
The Pocket Guide to English Architecture Jan 20 2022 This user-friendly guide to English
architecture up to the mid-twentieth century is divided into styles with examples highlighted (e.g.
the Tower of London for Norman Architecture), complemented by original prints which sets this
quality book apart from other guides. The detailed 18th and 19th century (and later) prints enable
the reader to understand just what makes these styles so important and have the advantage of
being much clearer than much modern photography. Written by architecture expert Philip
Wilkinson, this is a must-read book for anyone who wants to know about English architecture in a
pocket-size guide, ideal for reading when traveling.
De toekomst van architectuur in 100 gebouwen May 24 2022
CLEAN ARCHITECTURE Nov 25 2019 The Complete 3 Book Series on Clean Architecture Book 1 This
book is a step-by-step guide to learn the basic skills of designing software structure and not only
learning the theoretical aspects, but there are also examples in the book that will help you
understand software structures. A Comprehensive Beginners Guide to Learn the Realms of
Software Structures Using the Principles of Clean Architecture emphasizes how to develop
software with independent architecture. This book is the perfect guide for every knowledge
seeker. The goal of this book is to teach people to implement the craft of how to design software
structures with Clean Architecture. Book 2 You are probably reading this book for two reasons:
you are either a programmer or you are seeking to be a better programmer. If these two describe
you, then you have chosen the right book. This book will give you all the necessary tips and tricks
to software and programming using the clean code approach called Clean Architecture. This book
is not only about functional programs, but it also gives you tips and tricks to proper programming
methodologies. Book 3 Software architecture refers to the design and implementation of highlevel software structures. It is the result of implementing a number of architectural elements that
meet the highest functional and operational requirements of the system, as well as non-functional
requirements such as scalability, reliability, availability and portability. This offers you advanced
strategies in the world of application programming based on clean architecture, especially
relevant when complex projects must be developed. Throughout the book, the advanced concepts
related to clean software architectures are explained. The strategy applied is to understand the
characteristics of the most relevant structures in the market today.
Architect's Pocket Book Jun 13 2021 This handy pocket book brings together a wealth of useful
information that architects need on a daily basis – on-site or in the studio. It provides clear
guidance and invaluable detail on a wide range of issues, from planning policy through
environmental design to complying with Building Regulations, from structural and services
matters to materials characteristics and detailing. This fifth edition includes the updating of
regulations, standards and sources across a wide range of topics. Compact and easy to use, the
Architect’s Pocket Book has sold well over 90,000 copies to the nation’s architects, architecture
students, designers and construction professionals who do not have an architectural background
but need to understand the basics, fast. This is the famous little blue book that you can’t afford to
be without.
De edele kunst van not giving a f*ck Oct 05 2020 Van populair weblog naar New York Timesbestseller is dit hét boek voor zelfhulphaters! Stop met altijd maar positief zijn, en leer in plaats
daarvan om te gaan met je tekortkomingen en de tegenslagen in het leven. Zodra je niet meer
wegrent voor je angsten, fouten en onzekerheden maar de pijnlijke waarheid onder ogen durft te
zien, vind je de moed en het zelfvertrouwen waar je in deze tijd zo'n behoefte aan hebt. Mark
Manson geeft je de tools om te kiezen waar jij om geeft, en dus ook waar je niet om geeft. Dat
idee omarmen werkt bevrijdend. Humoristisch en vol goede grappen, maar bovenal ondersteund
door wetenschappelijk onderzoek.
Pocket Guide to Miami Architecture (Norton Pocket Guides) Apr 23 2022 This guidebook organizes
100 architectural highlights into walkable tours in downtown Miami and Miami Beach. From the
tropical vernacular of the Barnacle House to the Art Deco neighborhoods of Miami Beach, from the
Midcentury Modernism of Morris Lapidus to the sophisticated rhythms of Arquitectonica, Judith
Paine McBrien captures the vibrancy and diversity of architecture in Miami and its environs. Set in
a stunning seaside site, the buildings of Miami, Miami Beach, Coral Gables, and Coconut Grove tell

a fascinating story of artifice, innovation, charm, and international influence. This masterfully
illustrated guide highlights the buildings that visitors will want to see, among them the City
Beautiful planning of Coral Gables; the classical glory of Vizcaya; and the New World Symphony,
Frank Gehry’s twenty-first-century reinterpretation of the music hall.
The IT4ITTM reference architecture, Version 2.0 - A Pocket Guide Mar 22 2022 This Pocket Guide
provides a concise introduction to the IT4IT Reference Architecture, Version 2.0, an Open Group
Standard. The IT4IT standard provides a vendor-neutral, technology-agnostic, and industryagnostic reference architecture for managing the business of IT, enabling insight for continuous
improvement.This Pocket Guide is based on the IT4IT Reference Architecture Version 2.0. What s
more, it s authoritative with material derived from the official IT4IT documentation and
contributions from members of the IT4IT Forum.The audience for this Pocket Guide is: Individuals
who require a basic understanding of the IT Value Chain and IT4ITReference Architecture IT
Professionals who are responsible for delivering services in a way that isflexible, traceable, and
cost-effective IT Professionals / Practitioners who are focused on instrumenting the
ITmanagement landscape IT leaders who are concerned about their operating model Enterprise
Architects who are responsible for IT business transformationTopics covered include: An
introduction to the IT4IT Reference Architecture, the structure of the IT4ITstandard, and the
positioning of the IT4IT standard in the standards landscape The IT Value Chain and IT4IT
Reference Architecture concepts, including Value Streams The Strategy to Portfolio (S2P) Value
Stream The Requirement to Deploy (R2D) Value Stream The Request to Fulfill (R2F) Value Stream
The Detect to Correct (D2C) Value Stream A summary of the differences between the IT4IT
Reference Architecture and ITIL
The TOGAF ® Standard, Version 9.2 - A Pocket Guide May 12 2021 This is the official Pocket Guide
for the TOGAF® Standard, Version 9.2, from The Open Group. It is published in hard copy and
electronic formats by Van Haren Publishing. The TOGAF Standard, a standard of The Open Group,
is a proven Enterprise Architecture methodology and framework used by the world’s leading
organizations to improve business efficiency. It is the most prominent and reliable Enterprise
Architecture standard, ensuring consistent standards, methods, and communication among
Enterprise Architecture professionals. Those professionals who are fluent in the TOGAF approach
enjoy greater industry credibility, job effectiveness, and career opportunities. The TOGAF
approach helps practitioners avoid being locked into proprietary methods, utilize resources more
efficiently and effectively, and realize a greater return on investment.
The TOGAF® Standard, 10th Edition – Architecture Development Method Aug 03 2020 This
document is a compilation of three documents within the TOGAF® Standard. It has been
developed and approved by The Open Group, and is part of the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition. The
three documents in this set are: • The TOGAF Standard — Architecture Development Method This
document describes the TOGAF Architecture Development Method (ADM) — an iterative approach
to developing an Enterprise Architecture. • The TOGAF Standard — ADM Techniques This
document contains a collection of techniques available for use in applying the TOGAF approach
and the TOGAF ADM. • The TOGAF Standard — Applying the ADM This document contains
guidelines for adapting the TOGAF ADM to address the specific style of architecture required in a
practical context. The TOGAF Standard is intended for Enterprise Architects, Business Architects,
IT Architects, Data Architects, Systems Architects, Solution Architects, and anyone responsible for
the architecture function within an organization.
TOGAF® Version 9.1 - A Pocket Guide Aug 15 2021 Note: This book is available in several
languages: Brazilian Portuguese, English, Spanish, French.This is the official Open Group Pocket
Guide for TOGAF Version 9.1 and is published in hard copy and electronic format by Van Haren
Publishing on behalf of The Open Group. TOGAF®, an Open Group Standard, is a proven enterprise
architecture methodology and framework used by the world s leading organizations to improve
business efficiency. It is the most prominent and reliable enterprise architecture standard,
ensuring consistent standards, methods, and communication among enterprise architecture
professionals. Enterprise architecture professionals fluent in TOGAF standards enjoy greater
industry credibility, job effectiveness, and career opportunities. TOGAF helps practitioners avoid
being locked into proprietary methods, utilize resources more efficiently and effectively, and
realize a greater return on investment.

Landscape Architect's Pocket Book Sep 28 2022 An indispensable tool for all landscape architects,
this time-saving guide answers the most frequently asked questions in one pocket-sized volume.
It is a concise, easy-to-read reference that gives instant access to a wide range of information
needed on a daily basis, both out on site and in the office. Covering all the major topics, including
hard landscaping, soft landscaping as well as planning and legislation, the pocket book also
includes a handy glossary of important terms, useful calculations and helpful contacts. Not only
an essential tool for everyday queries on British standards and procedures, this is a first point of
reference for those seeking more extensive, supplementary sources of information, including
websites and further publications. This new edition incorporates updates and revisions from key
planning and environmental legislation, guidelines and national standards.
Designing Hexagonal Architecture with Java Jun 20 2019 A practical guide for software architects
and Java developers to build cloud-native hexagonal applications using Java and Quarkus to create
systems that are easier to refactor, scale, and maintain Key FeaturesLearn techniques to decouple
business and technology code in an applicationApply hexagonal architecture principles to produce
more organized, coherent, and maintainable softwareMinimize technical debts and tackle
complexities derived from multiple teams dealing with the same code baseBook Description
Hexagonal architecture enhances developers' productivity by decoupling business code from
technology code, making the software more change-tolerant, and allowing it to evolve and
incorporate new technologies without the need for significant refactoring. By adhering to
hexagonal principles, you can structure your software in a way that reduces the effort required to
understand and maintain the code. This book starts with an in-depth analysis of hexagonal
architecture's building blocks, such as entities, use cases, ports, and adapters. You'll learn how to
assemble business code in the Domain hexagon, create features by using ports and use cases in
the Application hexagon, and make your software compatible with different technologies by
employing adapters in the Framework hexagon. Moving on, you'll get your hands dirty developing
a system based on a real-world scenario applying all the hexagonal architecture's building blocks.
By creating a hexagonal system, you'll also understand how you can use Java modules to reinforce
dependency inversion and ensure the isolation of each hexagon in the architecture. Finally, you'll
get to grips with using Quarkus to turn your hexagonal application into a cloud-native system. By
the end of this hexagonal architecture book, you'll be able to bring order and sanity to the
development of complex and long-lasting applications. What you will learnFind out how to
assemble business rules algorithms using the specification design patternCombine domain-driven
design techniques with hexagonal principles to create powerful domain modelsEmploy adapters to
make the system support different protocols such as REST, gRPC, and WebSocketCreate a module
and package structure based on hexagonal principlesUse Java modules to enforce dependency
inversion and ensure isolation between software componentsImplement Quarkus DI to manage
the life cycle of input and output portsWho this book is for This book is for software architects and
Java developers who want to improve code maintainability and enhance productivity with an
architecture that allows changes in technology without compromising business logic, which is
precisely what hexagonal architecture does. Intermediate knowledge of the Java programming
language and familiarity with Jakarta EE will help you to get the most out of this book.
The House, a Pocket Manual of Rural Architecture, Or, How to Build Country Houses and Outbuildings Mar 10 2021
Pocket Guide to Chicago Architecture Oct 29 2022 Describes and illustrates more than one
hundred architectural highlights of downtown Chicago, covering both historic buildings and
modern classics
Salesforce B2C Solution Architect's Handbook Nov 06 2020 The ultimate handbook for new and
seasoned Salesforce B2C Solution Architects who want to design seamless B2C solutions across
the Salesforce Customer 360 ecosystem – including B2C Commerce, Service Cloud, and Marketing
Cloud Key FeaturesGive your customers a frictionless experience by creating a unified view of all
their interactionsGet your architectural design right the first time and avoid costly
reworksPrepare for the B2C Solution Architect exam and Salesforce certification with practical
scenarios following Salesforce best practicesBook Description There's a huge demand on the
market for Salesforce professionals who can create a single view of the customer across the
Salesforce Customer 360 platform and leverage data into actionable insights. With Salesforce B2C

Solution Architect's Handbook, you'll gain a deeper understanding of the integration options and
products that help you deliver value for organizations. While this book will help you prepare for
the B2C Solution Architect exam, its true value lies in setting you up for success afterwards. The
first few chapters will help you develop a solid understanding of the capabilities of each
component in the Customer 360 ecosystem, their data models, and governance. As you progress,
you'll explore the role of a B2C solution architect in planning critical requirements and
implementation sequences to avoid costly reworks and unnecessary delays. You'll learn about the
available options for integrating products with the Salesforce ecosystem and demonstrate best
practices for data modeling across Salesforce products and beyond. Once you've mastered the
core knowledge, you'll also learn about tools, techniques, and certification scenarios in
preparation for the B2C Solution Architect exam. By the end of this book, you'll have the skills to
design scalable, secure, and future-proof solutions supporting critical business demands. What
you will learnExplore key Customer 360 products and their integration optionsChoose the
optimum integration architecture to unify data and experiencesArchitect a single view of the
customer to support service, marketing, and commercePlan for critical requirements, design
decisions, and implementation sequences to avoid sub-optimal solutionsIntegrate Customer 360
solutions into a single-source-of-truth solution such as a master data modelSupport business
needs that require functionality from more than one component by orchestrating data and user
flowsWho this book is for This book is for professionals in high-level job roles that heavily rely on
Salesforce proficiency. It's primarily written for B2C commerce architects, application architects,
integration architects, as well as system architects, enterprise architects, Salesforce architects,
and CTO teams looking to benefit from a deeper understanding of this platform. Before you get
started, you'll need a solid understanding of data integration, APIs, and connected systems, along
with knowledge of the fundamentals of business-to-consumer (B2C) customer experiences.
The Architects' and Builders' Pocket-book Nov 18 2021
The Turning Point: A Novel about Agile Architects Building a Digital Foundation Dec 27 2019 Little
did Kathleen, Chief Architect at ArchiSurance, know, as she walked into a meeting with the CIO,
just how much her job was going to change. Her intention had been to get approval for some new
ideas she’d had to strengthen their Enterprise Architecture, after having slowly lost a grip on it
during the merger. During the meeting, however, it becomes apparent that the transformation of
the organization to become more digital has caused chaos, and not only for her team. It is clear,
despite all good intentions, that the transformation is failing. By the end of the meeting, she has
agreed to help turn the situation around. After leading the initial reset of the Digital
Transformation, Kathleen is suddenly the owner of the implementation. What follows is a journey
of the typical problems faced by companies as they make decisions to deploy digital technologies.
Kathleen proceeds to solve one problem after the other using guidance from the open digital
standards of The Open Group to lay the foundation for deploying quality digital technology
solutions at a faster pace.
The IT4ITTM Reference Architecture, Version 2.1 – A Pocket Guide Feb 21 2022 This Pocket Guide
provides a concise introduction to the IT4ITTM ReferenceArchitecture, Version 2.1, an Open Group
Standard. The IT4IT standard provides avendor-neutral, technology-agnostic, and industryagnostic reference architecture formanaging the business of IT, enabling insight for continuous
improvement.This Pocket Guide is based on the IT4IT Reference Architecture Version 2.1.
What’smore, it’s authoritative with material derived from the official IT4IT documentationand
contributions from members of the IT4IT Forum.The audience for this Pocket Guide is:• Individuals
who require a basic understanding of the IT Value Chain and IT4ITReference Architecture• IT
Professionals who are responsible for delivering services in a way that isflexible, traceable, and
cost-effective• IT Professionals / Practitioners who are focused on instrumenting the
ITmanagement landscape• IT leaders who are concerned about their operating model• Enterprise
Architects who are responsible for IT business transformationTopics covered include:• An
introduction to the IT4IT Reference Architecture, the structure of the IT4ITstandard, and the
positioning of the IT4IT standard in the standards landscape• The IT Value Chain and IT4IT
Reference Architecture concepts, including ValueStreams• The Strategy to Portfolio (S2P) Value
Stream• The Requirement to Deploy (R2D) Value Stream• The Request to Fulfill (R2F) Value
Stream• The Detect to Correct (D2C) Value Stream• A summary of the differences between the

IT4IT Reference Architecture andITIL
Architect's Pocket Book Jun 25 2022 This fully revised edition of the pocket book includes
everyday information which the architect/designer normally has to find from a wide variety of
sources and which is not always easily to hand. The book is of use to the student as well as the
experienced practitioner. There is no similar compendium currently available. The book includes
data about planning, structure, services, building elements, materials and addresses, and is
intended to be used both at the drawing board and on site. The selection of the material by the
author is based on many years' experience of architectural practice in both public and private
offices. Now fully updated to take into account the new 2002 editions to the Building Regulations
documents H, J, L1 and L2. Charlotte Baden-Powell was trained at the Architectural Association in
London and has practised as an architect for 38 years. She began by working for British Rail and
later for Sir Denys Lasdun. Since then she has run her own practice in London and Bath, dealing
with new works as well as the restoration and extension of old buildings. She has written and
lectured about the design of kitchens and bathrooms and is the author of Fireplace Design and
Construction. * Saves you time by gathering together essential, useful and practical information
for both the student and practising architect * Invaluable to students whose theoretical courses
do not prepare them for the practicalities of professional practice * Keeps you up to date by
including 36 pages of new information looking at a broad range of current issues from bicycle
parking spaces to types of paint
Passive Solar Architecture Pocket Reference Jul 26 2022 Our pocket reference books provide a
wealth of practical information at your fingertips, whenever you need it. Rich in background
detail, at-a-glance tables and diagrams, equations, and more, the Passive Solar Architecture
Pocket Reference is a handy resource for architects, engineers and students. Coverage includes:
definitions load determinants and Responses (including world wide biomes and climates, building
metabolism and response, thermal sources and sinks, passive building responses to sources and
sinks, tuning the building to the environment, optimizing insulation & thermal mass for comfort)
contextual aspects (including microclimate and siting, temperatures, humidity, wind, radiation
and comfort parameters passive components (including building envelope, passive solar
terminology, orientation, apertures and glazing, thermal storage, thermal control and materials
design tools (including sun path diagrams, sun peg diagrams, air flow relationships, thermal
modelling and life cycle design specific functions (including passive heating, passive cooling and
ventilation, natural lighting, passive water heating, resource collection and integrated design).
Shaping Seattle Architecture Mar 30 2020 The first edition of Shaping Seattle Architecture,
published in 1994, introduced readers to Seattle's architects by showcasing the work of those who
were instrumental in creating the region's built environment. Twenty years later, the second
edition updates and expands the original with new information and illustrations that provide an
even richer exploration of Seattle architecture. The book begins with a revised introduction that
brings the story of Seattle architecture into the twenty-first century and situates developments in
Seattle building design within local and global contexts. The book's fifty-four essays present richly
illustrated profiles that describe the architects' careers, provide an overview of their major works,
and explore their significance. Shaping Seattle Architecture celebrates a wide range of people
who helped form the region's built environment. It book provides updated information about many
of the architects and firms profiled in the first edition. Four individuals newly included in this
second edition are Edwin J. Ivey, a leading residential designer; Fred Bassetti, an important
contributor to Northwest regional modernism; L. Jane Hastings, one of the region‰Ûªs foremost
women in architecture; and Richard Haag, founder of the landscape architecture program at the
University of Washington and designer of Gas Works Park and the Bloedel Reserve. The book also
includes essays on the buildings of the Coast Salish people, who inhabited Puget Sound prior to
Euro-American settlement; the role that architects played in speculative housing developments
before and after World War II; and the vernacular architecture built by nonprofessionals that
makes up a portion of the fabric of the city. Shaping Seattle Architecture concludes with a
substantial reference section, updated to reflect the last twenty years of research and
publications. A locations appendix offers a geographic guide to surviving works. The research
section directs interested readers to further resources, and the appendix "Additional Significant
Seattle Architects" provides thumbnail sketches of nearly 250 important figures not included in

the main text. Jeffrey Karl Ochsner is professor of architecture and associate dean for academic
affairs in the College of Built Environments, University of Washington. He is the author of Lionel H.
Pries, Architect, Artist, Educator and Furniture Studio and coauthor of Distant Corner: Seattle
Architects and the Legacy of H. H. Richardson. Shaping Seattle Architecture was guided by an
editorial board including Dennis A. Andersen, Duane A. Dietz, Katheryn Hills Krafft, David A. Rash,
and Thomas Veith. "Shaping Seattle Architecture reminds us of the responsibility we bear for
future generations. Well illustrated and accessibly written, the book is a fundamental work for
anyone seeking to understand Seattle." - Seattle City Council President Sally J. Clark, Chair,
Committee on Economic Resiliency and Regional Relations "Shaping Seattle Architecture is the
single indispensable guide to understanding the built environment of the Pacific Northwest's
largest city and the men and women who designed it. Based on meticulous research and enlivened
by fresh insights and new discoveries, the book is both an essential resource for students of
architecture and history and a fascinating guide for anyone who cares about the city we live in
now." -Leonard Garfield, executive director, Museum of History & Industry "Every major city
should be so fortunate as to have a historical compendium of the architects who have given form
and character to the urban landscape. Jeffrey Ochsner and his colleagues have prepared a book
with enduring value as a means of fostering public appreciation of the built environment and this
updated and expanded edition should prove no less valuable than the original volume was when it
was published twenty years ago." -Richard Longstreth, George Washington University "What
defines a city? Through changing times memories of our past can be forgotten and history lost.
This updated and expanded edition of Shaping Seattle Architecture provides the most
authoritative compendium of architects and their buildings that have profoundly shaped the
Seattle we know today - an invaluable resource!" -Peter Steinbrueck, fellow of the American
Institute of Architects and former Seattle City Councilmember
Just Enough Software Architecture Jul 22 2019 This is a practical guide for software developers,
and different than other software architecture books. Here's why: It teaches risk-driven
architecting. There is no need for meticulous designs when risks are small, nor any excuse for
sloppy designs when risks threaten your success. This book describes a way to do just enough
architecture. It avoids the one-size-fits-all process tar pit with advice on how to tune your design
effort based on the risks you face. It democratizes architecture. This book seeks to make
architecture relevant to all software developers. Developers need to understand how to use
constraints as guiderails that ensure desired outcomes, and how seemingly small changes can
affect a system's properties. It cultivates declarative knowledge. There is a difference between
being able to hit a ball and knowing why you are able to hit it, what psychologists refer to as
procedural knowledge versus declarative knowledge. This book will make you more aware of what
you have been doing and provide names for the concepts. It emphasizes the engineering. This
book focuses on the technical parts of software development and what developers do to ensure
the system works not job titles or processes. It shows you how to build models and analyze
architectures so that you can make principled design tradeoffs. It describes the techniques
software designers use to reason about medium to large sized problems and points out where you
can learn specialized techniques in more detail. It provides practical advice. Software design
decisions influence the architecture and vice versa. The approach in this book embraces drilldown/pop-up behavior by describing models that have various levels of abstraction, from
architecture to data structure design.
Passive Solar Architecture Pocket Reference Aug 27 2022 Solar architecture exploits the natural
energy of the sun to provide comfort in buildings while reducing the demand for bought in energy.
This book provides the reader with graphs, diagrams, maps, equations and background
information for quick and easy reference.
Een werkweek van 4 uur Feb 27 2020 Vergeet het oude concept van hard werken tot aan je
pensioen en stel je spannende levensplannen niet uit Vraag Timothy Ferriss wat hij aan het doen
is, en de kans is groot dat je als antwoord krijgt: ‘skiën in de Andes’, ‘duiken in Panama’ of
‘tangodansen in Buenos Aires’. Ferriss heeft namelijk het achterhaalde idee van ‘eerst werken,
dan leven’ ingeruild voor een rijk leven in het hier en nu. Niet geld stelt je daartoe in staat, maar
de nieuwe economische factoren tijd en mobiliteit. Wacht niet langer, zeker niet in tijden van
economische onzekerheid. En vergeet het achterhaalde idee van werken tot je pensioen. Of je nu

die grote wereldreis wilt maken, een maandelijks salaris van vijf cijfers wilt met zo weinig
mogelijk inspanning, of gewoon minder wilt werken en meer wilt genieten – Een werkweek van
vier uur geeft het antwoord. Dit revolutionaire boek wijst je de weg naar een nieuw leven van
weinig werkuren, veel vrije tijd en geld in overvloed, of je nu een overwerkte loonslaaf bent of een
ondernemer die klem zit in het succes van zijn bedrijf. De pers overEen werkweek van 4 uur
‘Geweldig! Dit boek zal je leven veranderen.’ The New York Times ‘Zijn adviezen snijden en hout
en zijn soms verfrissend anders en eigenwijs.’ Aktueel ‘Het kan: veel verdienen, weinig werken.’
Intermediair
Outsourcing van IT Sep 23 2019 Een handzame gids in de wereld van IT (out)sourcing, met lijst
van begrippen en definities, opgesteld door Platform Outsourcing Nederland.
The TOGAF® Standard, 10th Edition - A Pocket Guide Apr 11 2021 This is the official Pocket Guide
for the TOGAF® Standard, 10th Edition from The Open Group. Building on over 25 years of
development and constant input from The Open Group Architecture Forum’s global community of
Enterprise Architecture thought leaders, the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition expands the material
available to architecture practitioners to make adoption of best practices easier. With greatly
expanded guidance and “how-to” material, it enables organizations to operate in an efficient and
effective way across a broad range of use-cases, including Agile enterprises and Digital
Transformation. The TOGAF Standard is the most prominent and reliable Enterprise Architecture
standard, ensuring consistent standards, methods, and communication among Enterprise
Architecture professionals. Those professionals who are fluent in the TOGAF approach enjoy
greater industry credibility, job effectiveness, and career opportunities. The TOGAF approach
helps practitioners avoid being locked into proprietary methods, utilize resources more efficiently
and effectively, and realize a greater return on investment. This official Pocket Guide provides an
overview of the contents and purpose of the TOGAF Standard in a condensed form. As such it does
not cover every aspect of the standard in detail, but provides highlights and key reference
information. Topics covered include: • A high-level introduction to the TOGAF Standard,
introducing the modular TOGAF documentation set, the TOGAF Library, and the TOGAF framework
• Guidance on how to read the standard • An introduction to the general how-to information
provided in the TOGAF Standard, including guidance for practitioners, and how to use the
standard in the Digital Enterprise • An overview of guidance to support the establishment of an
Enterprise Architecture team • An overview of the guidance provided in the TOGAF Standard for
specific topic domains, including Security Architecture, Business Architecture, Data/Information
Architecture, Agile Methods, and Reference Models and Methods • An introduction to the TOGAF
Fundamental Content documents provided in the TOGAF Standard, which describe the concepts
considered to be universally applicable to the TOGAF framework, including: o Key techniques of
the ADM cycle o Guidelines for adapting the TOGAF ADM for different usage scenarios o The
Architecture Content Framework o Enterprise Architecture Capability and Guidance • The TOGAF
Architecture Development Method (ADM), including summary phases for each of the ADM phases •
An overview of ADM deliverables
The TOGAF® Standard, 10th Edition - Business Architecture Sep 04 2020 This document is a
compilation of TOGAF Series Guides addressing Business Architecture. It has been developed and
approved by The Open Group and is part of the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition. It consists of the
following documents: TOGAF® Series Guide: Business Models This document provides a basis for
Enterprise Architects to understand and utilize business models, which describe the rationale of
how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value. It covers the concept and purpose of
business models and highlights the Business Model Canvas™ technique. TOGAF® Series Guide:
Business Capabilities, Version 2 This document answers key questions about what a business
capability is, and how it is used to enhance business analysis and planning. It addresses how to
provide the architect with a means to create a capability map and align it with other Business
Architecture viewpoints in support of business planning processes. TOGAF® Series Guide: Value
Streams Value streams are one of the core elements of a Business Architecture. This document
provides an architected approach to developing a business value model. It addresses how to
identify, define, model, and map a value stream to other key components of an enterprise’s
Business Architecture. TOGAF® Series Guide: Information Mapping This document describes how
to develop an Information Map that articulates, characterizes, and visually represents information

that is critical to the business. It provides architects with a framework to help understand what
information matters most to a business before developing or proposing solutions. TOGAF® Series
Guide: Organization Mapping This document shows how organization mapping provides the
organizational context to an Enterprise Architecture. While capability mapping exposes what a
business does and value stream mapping exposes how it delivers value to specific stakeholders,
the organization map identifies the business units or third parties that possess or use those
capabilities, and which participate in the value streams. TOGAF® Series Guide: Business Scenarios
This document describes the Business Scenarios technique, which provides a mechanism to fully
understand the requirements of information technology and align it with business needs. It shows
how Business Scenarios can be used to develop resonating business requirements and how they
support and enable the enterprise to achieve its business objectives.
American Architects and Texts Aug 23 2019 In this volume the author analyzes 400 architectural
books and articles published over the past 150 years to reveal changing societal preferences in
architecture and to measure the reputations of individual architects - the text includes a ranked
list of the 100 most famous architects.
How to Read Modern Buildings Jun 01 2020 Small enough to fit in a pocket yet serious enough to
provide real answers, this is the ultimate field guide to understanding modern architecture. This
eighth entry in Rizzoli’s popular How to Read… series is a one-stop guide to understanding the
world’s iconic modern buildings: an indispensable pocket-sized guide to the architecture of the
modern era. This volume takes the reader on a tour of modern architecture through its most
iconic and significant buildings, showing how to read the hallmarks of each architectural style and
how to recognize them in the buildings. From Art Deco and Arts and Crafts through Bauhaus, the
International Style, and Modernism to today’s environmental architecture and the rise and fall of
the “starchitect”, all the major architectural movements from the 1900s to the present day are
traced through their classic buildings. Examining the key architectural elements and hidden
details of each style, we learn what to look for and where to look for it. Filled with detailed
drawings, plans, and photographs, this book is a fascinating architectural history—a must-read for
anyone with an interest in architecture, urbanism, and modern design.
The TOGAF® Standard, 10th Edition - A Pocket Guide Oct 17 2021 This is the official Pocket Guide
for the TOGAF® Standard, 10th Edition from The Open Group. Building on over 25 years of
development and constant input from The Open Group Architecture Forum’s global community of
Enterprise Architecture thought leaders, the TOGAF Standard, 10th Edition expands the material
available to architecture practitioners to make adoption of best practices easier. With greatly
expanded guidance and “how-to” material, it enables organizations to operate in an efficient and
effective way across a broad range of use-cases, including Agile enterprises and Digital
Transformation. The TOGAF Standard is the most prominent and reliable Enterprise Architecture
standard, ensuring consistent standards, methods, and communication among Enterprise
Architecture professionals. Those professionals who are fluent in the TOGAF approach enjoy
greater industry credibility, job effectiveness, and career opportunities. The TOGAF approach
helps practitioners avoid being locked into proprietary methods, utilize resources more efficiently
and effectively, and realize a greater return on investment. This official Pocket Guide provides an
overview of the contents and purpose of the TOGAF Standard in a condensed form. As such it does
not cover every aspect of the standard in detail, but provides highlights and key reference
information. Topics covered include: • A high-level introduction to the TOGAF Standard,
introducing the modular TOGAF documentation set, the TOGAF Library, and the TOGAF framework
• Guidance on how to read the standard • An introduction to the general how-to information
provided in the TOGAF Standard, including guidance for practitioners, and how to use the
standard in the Digital Enterprise • An overview of guidance to support the establishment of an
Enterprise Architecture team • An overview of the guidance provided in the TOGAF Standard for
specific topic domains, including Security Architecture, Business Architecture, Data/Information
Architecture, Agile Methods, and Reference Models and Methods • An introduction to the TOGAF
Fundamental Content documents provided in the TOGAF Standard, which describe the concepts
considered to be universally applicable to the TOGAF framework, including: o Key techniques of
the ADM cycle o Guidelines for adapting the TOGAF ADM for different usage scenarios o The
Architecture Content Framework o Enterprise Architecture Capability and Guidance • The TOGAF

Architecture Development Method (ADM), including summary phases for each of the ADM phases •
An overview of ADM deliverables
De architectuur van het geluk Feb 09 2021 ‘De architectuur van het geluk’ neemt je mee op een
betoverende reis door de geschiedenis en psychologie van architectuur en interieurontwerp, en
verandert de manier waarop je naar je huis kijkt. In 'De architectuur van het geluk' beschrijft Alain
de Botton de wensen en eisen die wij voor onze huizen hebben. Hij neemt de lezer mee op een reis
door de esthetiek van de westerse en oosterse beschavingen en stelt vragen als: waarom
verschillen mensen en volken zoveel in smaak? Kan een prachtige omgeving ons gelukkiger
maken?
Gibbs' Book of Architecture Dec 07 2020 Gibbs's legendary 1728 folio includes perspectives and
blueprints for such magnificent commissions as London's St. Martin in the Fields; the Senate
House of the University of Cambridge; plus fine drawings of marble cisterns, iron gates, funeral
monuments, and more.
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